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Abstract
We study the notion of safe realizability for high-level message sequence charts (HMSCs)
(Proceedings of the 28th International Colloquium on Automata, Languages and Programming
(ICALP 2001), Crete (Greece), Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Vol. 2076, Springer, Berlin,
2001, pp. 797–808). We show that safe realizability is EXPSPACE-complete for bounded
HMSCs but undecidable for the class of all HMSCs. This solves two open problems from
Alur et al. Moreover we prove that safe realizability is also EXPSPACE-complete for the larger
class of globally-cooperative HMSCs.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Message sequence charts (MSCs) are a popular visual formalism for specifying com-
munication scenarios of asynchronous processes, where most of the details
(variables, timing constraints, etc.) are abstracted away. They are part of the ITU
standard [16]. High-level message sequence charts (HMSCs) extend MSCs by allow-
ing iteration and non-deterministic choices. In this way in>nite sets of MSCs can be
described.
HMSCs are a suitable formalism for the purpose of speci>cation. On the other
hand, HMSCs allow to describe communication patterns, like for instance non-local
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choices [5], which are quite pathological from a practical point of view. Thus HMSCs
should not be considered as a model for implementations. This rises the question of
realizability (or implementability): Given an HMSC (the speci>cation), is it possible
to implement it as a communicating protocol (the implementation), which shows the
same behaviour as the original HMSC?
Concerning the formal de>nition of realizability, we follow Alur et al. [2,3], which
de>ne two notions of realizability: weak realizability and safe realizability. Both are
based on the model of communicating 6nite state machines (CFMs) with FIFO queues
for describing the implementation. CFMs appeared as one of the earliest abstract models
for concurrent systems [6], and are used for instance in the speci>cation language SDL
[15]. An accepting run of a CFM generates in a canonical way an MSC. Thus, in [3]
an HMSC H is called weakly realizable, if there exists a CFM A such that the set of
all MSCs generated by the accepting runs of A is precisely the set of MSCs de>ned
by H . In practice, such an implementation may be considered as being too weak.
A very desirable further property of the implementation A is deadlock-freeness: every
partial run of A can be completed to a run that terminates in a >nal state of A. Thus,
in [3] an HMSC H is called safely realizable, if there exists a deadlock-free CFM A
such that the set of all MSCs generated by the accepting runs of A is precisely the
set of MSCs de>ned by H .
In [3] it is shown that weak realizability is already undecidable for bounded HMSCs,
a class of HMSCs which was introduced in [1,21] because of its nice model-checking
properties. As shown in [19], FIFO communication (i.e., message overtaking is not
allowed) is the reason for this negative result: for non-FIFO communication weak
realizability is decidable for bounded HMSCs. Concerning safe realizability, Alur et
al. prove in [3] an EXPSPACE upper bound as well as a PSPACE lower bound for
safe realizability of bounded HSMCs, but the exact complexity remained open. In
Section 3.1, we will prove that safe-realizability is in fact EXPSPACE-complete for
bounded HMSCs. Using the same proof technique we will also show that safe realiz-
ability is undecidable for the class of all HMSCs, which solves the second open problem
from [3]. Furthermore, in Section 3.2, we will extend our EXPSPACE-completeness
result from bounded to globally-cooperative HMSCs [9,19], which share many of the
nice algorithmic properties of bounded HMSCs. Finally, in Section 4 we argue that all
our results remain valid for non-FIFO communication.
Let us remark that the notion of realizability used in this paper is a quite strict one
in the sense that it allows neither the introduction of new messages nor the addition
of further content to already existing messages. More liberal realizations that allow
the latter were studied in [9]. Other approaches to the realization problem can be also
found in [7,11].
A preliminary version of this paper appeared in [18].
2. Preliminaries
For complexity results we will use standard classes like PSPACE (polynomial space)
and EXPSPACE (exponential space), see [22] for de>nitions.
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Let  be an alphabet of symbols and ⊆. We denote with  :∗→∗ the
projection morphism onto the subalphabet . The empty word is denoted by . The
length of the word w∈∗ is |w|. For k ∈N let w[1; k] be the pre>x of w of length
min{k; |w|}. For u; v∈∗ we write u v, if u is a pre>x of v.
A pomset is a labeled partial order P=(A; ;≺), i.e., (A;≺) is a partial order and
 :A→ is a labeling function. For B⊆A we de>ne the restricted pomset PB=
(B; B;≺B). A word (a1)(a2) · · · (an)∈∗ is a linearization of P if A=
{a1; a2; : : : ; an}, ai 
= aj for i 
= j, and ai≺ aj implies i¡j for all i; j. With lin(P)⊆
∗ we denote the set of all linearizations of P.
For this paper, we use some basic notions from trace theory, see [8] for more
details. An independence relation on the alphabet  is a symmetric and irreJexive
relation I ⊆×. The complementary relation (×)\I is also called a dependence
relation. On ∗ we de>ne the equivalence relation ≡I as the transitive reJexive closure
of the symmetric relation {(uabv; ubav) | u; v∈∗; (a; b)∈ I}. For a subset L⊆∗ we
de>ne the I -closure of L by
[L]I = {v ∈ ∗ | ∃u ∈ L: u ≡I v} ⊆ ∗:
Let A be a >nite automaton over the alphabet  and assume that −→⊆Q××Q
is the transition relation of A. Then A is called loop-connected with respect to I , if
for every loop q1
a1−→ q2 a2−→· · · an−1−→ qn an−→ q1 of A, the set {a1; : : : ; an}⊆ induces a
connected subgraph of (; (×)\I). For a loop connected automaton A, one can
construct an automaton A′ of size bounded exponentially in the size of A such that
L(A′)= [L(A)]I [21]. In general, this exponential blow-up cannot be avoided, see [21]
for an example.
2.1. Message sequence charts
For the rest of this paper let P be a >nite set of processes (|P|¿2) and C be a
>nite set of message contents. With Ch= {(p; q)∈P×P |p 
= q} we denote the set of
all channels. The set of types of process p∈P is
p = {p!q(c); p?q(c) | q ∈ P\{p}; c ∈ C}
and the set of all types is =
⋃
p∈P p. With p!q(c) we denote the type of an event
that sends from process p a message with content c to process q, whereas p?q(c)
denotes the type of an event that receives on process p a message with content c
from process q. A partial message sequence chart (pMSC) over P and C is a tuple
M =(E; t; m;≺), where:
• E is a >nite set of events.
• t :E→ labels each event with its type. The set of events located on process p∈P
is Ep= t−1(p). Let E! = {e∈E | ∃p; q∈P; c∈C: t(e)=p!q(c)} be the set of send
events and E? =E\E! be the set of receive events.
• m :D→E? is a bijection between a subset D⊆E! of the send events and the receive
events such that m(s)= r and t(s)=p!q(c) implies t(r)= q?p(c). In this case we
also say that (s; r) is a message in M from process p to q with content c. If s∈E!\D
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with t(s)=p!q(c) then s is called an unmatched send event in M from p to q with
content c.
• ≺ is a partial order on E, called the visual order of M , such that for every p∈P,
the restriction of ≺ to Ep is a total order, and ≺ is equal to the transitive closure of
{(e1; e2) | e1 ≺ e2; ∃p ∈ P: e1; e2 ∈ Ep} ∪ {(s; m(s)) | s ∈ D}:
Partial message sequence charts are called left-closed compositional message sequence
charts in [9]. Often pMSCs are further restricted to satisfy the FIFO condition, which
means that for all s1; s2 ∈E!, if s1≺ s2, t(s1)=p!q(c), t(s2)=p!q(d), and s2 ∈D, then
also s1 ∈D and m(s1)≺m(s2), i.e., message overtaking on any channel is disallowed.
For the main part of this paper we always assume the FIFO restriction without
mentioning it explicitly, only in Section 4 we brieJy discuss the non-FIFO case. The
pMSC de>nition may also include local actions, however this is not important in the
present setting. We use the usual graphical representation of pMSCs, where time Jows
top-down, processes are drawn as vertical lines, and arrows represent messages. The
following diagram shows a pMSC with two unmatched send events.
Let M =(E; t; m;≺) be a pMSC, where m :D→E? for D⊆E!. We also write E(M)=E.
We identify M with the pomset (E; t;≺), and we identify pMSCs if they are isomorphic
as pomsets. In particular, for F ⊆E we can de>ne the restricted pomset MF , which
in general is not a pMSC. If D=E!, i.e., if there are no unmatched send events,
then M is called a message sequence chart (MSC) over P and C. With pMSCP;C
(resp. MSCP;C) we denote the set of all pMSCs (resp. MSCs) over P and C. In the
sequel, we will omit the subscripts P and C, if they are clear from the context. Let
|M |= |E| denote the size of M . Let P(M)= {p∈P |Ep 
= ∅} be the set of all processes
that are active in M . More generally, for F ⊆E let P(MF)= {p∈P |Ep ∩F 
= ∅} be
the set of all processes that participate in MF . The communication graph G(M) of
M is de>ned as the directed graph G(M)= (P(M); →), where p → q if and only if
there exists in M a message from p to q (with arbitrary content). Note that G(M)
does not contain isolated points. This is diLerent from [1], where the set of nodes of
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G(M) consists of all processes. For p∈P let p(M)= p(w), where w∈ lin(M) is an
arbitrary linearization of M (note that p(w1)= p(w2) for all w1; w2 ∈ lin(M)).
Let Mi =(Ei; ti; mi;≺i), i∈{1; 2}, be two pMSCs over P and C such that E1 ∩E2 = ∅
and for all (p; q)∈Ch, if there is an unmatched send event from p to q in M1, then
there is no message from p to q in M2 (there may be unmatched sends from p to q
in M2). Then the concatenation of M1 and M2 is the pMSC M1 ·M2 = (E1 ∪E2; t1 ∪ t2;
m1 ∪m2;≺), where ≺ is the transitive closure of
≺1 ∪ ≺2 ∪{(e1; e2) ∈ E1 × E2 | ∃p ∈ P : e1 and e2 are located on process p}:
For the case that M1; M2 ∈MSC this corresponds to the usual de>nition of MSC-
concatenation. Note that concatenation is only partially de>ned on pMSC but totally
de>ned on MSC. In case M1 ∈MSC, the concatenation M1 ·M2 is always de>ned.
Let F ⊆E(M) be an arbitrary set of events of the pMSC M . As already remarked,
the pomset N =MF is in general not a pMSC. On the other hand, if F is downward-
closed, i.e., e≺f∈F implies e∈F , then N =MF is again a pMSC over P and C. We
write N6M in this case, this de>nes a partial order (pMSC;6) on the set of pMSCs.
The pomset ME\F will be denoted by M\N . In general, M\N is not a pMSC. On
the other hand, if a send event s∈F is unmatched in M whenever it is unmatched in
N (i.e., no message arrows are crossing from F to its complement E\F , this happens
in particular if N is an MSC), then M\N ∈ pMSC and moreover M =N · (M\N ).
We say that an MSC M ∈MSC is atomic if M cannot be written as M =M1 ·M2 for
MSCs M1; M2 ∈MSC\{∅}, where ∅ stands for the MSC with an empty set of events.
With AP;C (brieJy A) we denote the set of atomic MSCs over P and C. Already for
|P|=2, the set A is easily seen to be in>nite, see e.g. [10, Sec. 3] for an example. On
A we de>ne an independence relation I by (A; B)∈I if P(A)∩P(B)= ∅. Obviously,
every M ∈MSC can be written as M =A1 ·A2 · · ·Am, where Ai ∈A. Furthermore, this
factorization is unique up to I-commutations, a fact that will be crucial in Section 3.2,
see [12,19]:
Lemma 2.1 (cf. HMelouNet and Le Maigat [12] and Morin [19]). If A1; : : : ; Am; B1; : : : ;
Bn ∈A are atoms such that the MSCs A1 · A2 · · ·Am and B1 · B2 · · ·Bn are equal
then the words u=A1A2 · · ·An and v=B1B2 · · ·Bm over A satisfy u≡I v.
The supremum (resp. in6mum) of two pMSCs M1; M2 ∈ pMSC in the partial order
(pMSC;6) is denoted by sup(M1; M2) (resp. inf (M1; M2)). In general, sup(M1; M2)
does not exist (whereas inf (M1; M2) always exists):
Lemma 2.2. Let M1; M2 ∈ pMSC. Then sup(M1; M2) exists if and only if for all p∈P,
either p(M1) p(M2) or p(M2) p(M1). Moreover, if sup(M1; M2) exists and
M =inf (M1; M2) then the following holds:
(1) M 
= ∅ if and only if P(M1)∩P(M2) 
= ∅,
(2) P(M1\M)∩P(M2\M)= ∅,
(3) sup(M1; M2)\M1 =M2\M .
(4) If M1 ∈MSC and there is an unmatched send event e of type p!q(c) in M then
q =∈P(M2\M).
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(5) If M1 ∈MSC then M2\M is a pMSC and M2 =M · (M2\M).
(6) If M1; M2 ∈MSC then also M ∈MSC.
(7) If M1; M2 ∈A and M 
= ∅ then M1 =M2.
Proof. If sup(M1; M2) exists then there exists N ∈ pMSC such that M16N and M26N .
Thus p(M1) p(N ) and p(M2) p(N ). Hence either p(M1) p(M2) or p(M2)
 p(M1). On the other hand, if for all p∈P, either p(M1) p(M2) or p(M2)
p(M1), then we can de>ne words up; vp ∈∗p (p∈P) as follows: (i) if p(M1)
p(M2) then up= p(M1) and vp= p(M2), and (ii) if p(M2) p(M1) then up=
p(M2) and vp= p(M1). It it not diOcult to see that there exist unique pMSCs M and
N such that p(M)= up and p(N )= vp for all p∈P. Then M16N , M26N , and
sup(M1; M2) exists, in fact N = sup(M1; M2). Thus we have shown the >rst statement
from the lemma. Moreover, M =inf (M1; M2), and (1), (2), and (3) follow immedi-
ately. For (4), assume that M1 ∈MSC and let s be an unmatched send event in M
of type p!q(c). Since M1 ∈MSC, s has a corresponding receive event in M1, which
must be contained in M1\M . Thus q∈P(M1\M). Since P(M1\M)∩P(M2\M)= ∅ by
(2), it follows q =∈P(M2\M), which shows (4). (5) follows easily from (4). For (6)
note that if M1; M2 ∈MSC, then by (4), M cannot have any unmatched send events,
hence M ∈MSC. Finally (5) and (6) imply (7).
The following picture visualizes the general situation. Arrows that are leaving some
region correspond to unmatched sends, and the whole region corresponds to the supre-
mum.
The ITU standard Z.120 de>nes high-level message sequence charts (HMSCs) as >nite
transition systems with nodes labeled by MSCs. Here we prefer to label edges by MSCs,
which does not change the expressive power of HMSCs. Thus, an HMSC H over P and
C is a tuple H =(V;→; v0; F), where V is a >nite set of nodes, →⊆V ×MSCP;C×V
is a >nite set of labeled edges, v0 ∈V is the initial node, and F ⊆V is the set of >nal
nodes. Instead of (u;M; v)∈→, we write u M→H v. The MSC-language msc(H) de>ned
by H is the set of all MSCs M1 ·M2 · · ·Mn, where v0 M1−→H v1 M2−→H · · · Mn−→H vn ∈F for
some v1; : : : ; vn ∈V . We impose the restriction that →⊆V ×AP;C×V . This assumption
does not change the expressiveness of HMSCs and can be easily established by adding
further nodes to V . Let AH = {A∈A | ∃ u; v∈V : u A→H v}. We may view H also as a
>nite automaton over the alphabet AH of atoms, which accepts the set L(H)⊆A∗H of
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words over AH . We will denote this automaton by H as well. An HMSC H is called
bounded [1,21] if for every cycle
v1
A1−→H v2 A2−→H · · · An−1−→H vn An−→H v1;
the communication graph G(A1 ·A2 · · ·An) is strongly connected, i.e., for all p; q∈P(G)
we have p ∗→ q ∗→p. In [1] it is shown that for a bounded HMSC H the language
lin(msc(H))⊆∗ of all linearizations of MSCs generated by H is regular, which
makes several model-checking problems decidable for bounded HMSCs. On the other
hand, bounded HMSCs are a quite restricted class, since they only allow the spec-
i>cation of behaviours where the size of communication buLers stays within some
>xed bound. Thus, only >nite state systems can be speci>ed. Fortunately, many model
checking problems stay decidable for a larger class of (in>nite state) HMSCs: In [9],
an HMSC H is called globally-cooperative if H , viewed as a >nite automaton over the
alphabet AH , is loop-connected with respect to the independence relation I⊆A×A.
Globally-cooperative HMSCs were independently introduced in [19] as c-HMSCs. It
is easy to see that every bounded HMSC is globally-cooperative. Finally, H is called
I-closed if H , viewed as a >nite automaton over AH , satis>es L(H)= [L(H)]I. Thus,
by [21], for a globally-cooperative HMSC H there exists an I-closed HMSC H ′ of
size bounded exponentially in the size of H such that L(H ′)= [L(H)]I and thus also
msc(H)=msc(H ′). The diagram below shows three simple HMSCs. The >rst one is
not globally-cooperative (and hence not bounded). The second HMSC is bounded (and
hence globally-cooperative). Finally, the third HMSC is globally-cooperative but not
bounded.
2.2. Communicating 6nite state machines
In this section we brieJy introduce communicating 6nite state machines (CFMs)
The tight relationship between CFMs and the theory of MSCs is well-known, see e.g.
[13,14,17,20].
The set of bu;er con6gurations is the set (C∗)Ch of all functions from the set of
channels Ch to the set C∗ of all words over the alphabet C of message contents. The
buLer con>guration B∈ (C∗)Ch such that B(p; q)=  for all (p; q)∈Ch is denoted
by B∅. Recall from the previous section that p is the set of all types of process p.
A CFM over P and C is a tuple A=(Ap)p∈P of >nite non-deterministic automata.
Each Ap is a tuple Ap=(Sp; p; ,p; s0;p; Fp), where Sp is the >nite set of states of Ap,
,p⊆ Sp×p× Sp is the transition relation of Ap, s0;p ∈ Sp is the initial state of Ap,
and Fp⊆ Sp is the set of >nal states of Ap. We say that A is deterministic if every
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Ap is deterministic, and we say that A is reduced if every Ap is reduced, i.e., every
state of Sp is reachable from the initial state s0;p and from every state of Sp a >nal
state from Fp can be reached.
The in>nite set S of global states of A and the set F of 6nal global states of A
are de>ned by
S =
∏
p∈P
Sp × (C∗)Ch and F =
∏
p∈P
Fp × {B∅}:
The initial global state of A is (s0;B∅), where s0 = (s0;p)p∈P . The global transition
relation ,⊆S××S of A is de>ned as follows: Let (s;B)∈S, where s=(sp)p∈P ,
and i; j∈P, c∈C. Then,
• (si; i!j(c); t)∈ ,i implies
((s;B); i!j(c); (t;C))∈ ,;
where t=(tp)p∈P , tp= sp for p 
= i, ti = t, C(p; q)=B(p; q) for (p; q) 
=(i; j), and
C(i; j)= c B(i; j), and
• (si; i?j(c); t)∈ ,i and B(j; i)=wc for some w∈C∗ implies
((s;B); i?j(c); (t;C))∈ ,;
where t=(tp)p∈P , tp= sp for p 
= i, ti = t, C(q; p)=B(q; p) for (q; p) 
=(j; i), and
C(j; i)=w.
We extend the relation ,⊆S××S in the usual way to a relation ,⊆S×∗×S.
Instead of ((s;B); w; (t;C))∈ ,, w∈∗, we write (s;B) w→A (t;C). We write (s;B) ∗→A
(t;C) if (s;B) w→A (t;C) for some w∈∗. We write (s;B) w→A if (s;B) w→A (t;C) for
some (t;C). Let
L(A) = {w ∈ ∗ | ∃(t;B∅) ∈ F : (s0;B∅) w→A (t;B∅)}:
It is easy to see that for every run (s;B∅)
w→A (t;B), w∈∗, that starts with empty
buLers, there exists a unique pMSC pmsc(w) with w∈ lin(pmsc(w)). Furthermore, if
also B=B∅ then pmsc(w)∈MSC and we write msc(w) instead of pmsc(w). Thus
we can de>ne msc(A)= {msc(w) |w∈L(A)}. Finally, we say that A is deadlock-
free if for all (s;B) such that (s0;B∅)
∗→A (s;B) we have (s;B) ∗→A (t;B∅) for some
(t;B∅)∈F.
If w1; w2 ∈ lin(N ) for N ∈ pMSC then (s;B∅) w1−→A (t;B) if and only if (s;B∅) w2−→A
(t;B). Thus, we may write (s;B∅)
N→A (t;B) in this case. If moreover M6N ∈ pMSC
then there is a global state (u;C) of A such that for all v∈ lin(M) and w∈ lin(N\M)
we have (s;B∅)
v→A (u;C) w→A (t;B). Thus, we may write (s;B∅) M→A (u;C) N\M−→A
(t;B).
Lemma 2.3. Let A be a deterministic CFM. Let M;M1; M2 ∈ pMSC such that
sup(M1; M2) exists and M = inf (M1; M2). If
(s;B∅)
M1−→A (s1;B1) and (s;B∅) M2−→A (s2;B2)
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then there exists a global state (t;B) of A such that
(s1;B1)
M2\M−−−−−→A (t;B) and (s2;B2) M1\M−−−−−→A (t;B):
Proof. Note that the case P(M1)∩P(M2)= ∅, i.e., M = ∅ is obvious. For the general
case note that there exist global states (t1;C1) and (t2;C2) such that
(s;B∅)
M−→A (t1;C1) M1\M−−−−−→A (s1;B1) and (s;B∅) M−→A (t2;C2) M2\M−−−−−→A (s2;B2):
Since A is deterministic, we have (t1;C1)= (t2;C2). By Lemma 2.2(2), we have
P(M1\M)∩P(M2\M)= ∅. Then
(s1;B1)
M2\M−−−−−→A (t;B) and (s2;B2) M1\M−−−−−→A (t;B)
for some (t;B) follows immediately.
3. Weak and safe realizability
Let L⊆MSCP;C be a set of MSCs. Following [2], we say that L is weakly realizable
if there exists a CFM A over P and C such that msc(A)=L. We say that L is
safely realizable if there exists a deadlock-free CFM A over P and C such that
msc(A)=L. 1 An HMSC H is called weakly realizable (safely realizable) if msc(H)
is weakly realizable (safely realizable).
In [4], weak and safe realizability was also characterized by the following two
conditions for sets of MSCs. Let L⊆MSC.
• Closure condition CCw (called CC2 in [2]). If M ∈MSC is such that for all p∈P
there exists N ∈L with p(M)= p(N ) then M ∈L.
• Closure condition CCs (called CC3 in [2]). If M ∈ pMSC is such that for all p∈P
there exists N ∈L with p(M) p(N ) then M6N for some N ∈L.
Then the following holds.
Lemma 3.1 (cf. Alur et al. [4]). Let L⊆MSC.
• L is weakly realizable if and only if L satis6es closure condition CCw.
• L is safely realizable if and only if L satis6es closure condition CCw and closure
condition CCs.
For the above lemma it is important that every M ∈ pMSC can be uniquely
reconstructed from its projections p(M), p∈P, which is obvious due to the
FIFO-restriction.
1 These de>nitions allow local automata Ap with in>nite state sets, but this case will never occur in this
paper, since we restrict to sets of MSCs generated by HMSCs.
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The original de>nition of weak (safe) realizability suggests that the main diOculty
for checking weak (safe) realizability of an HMSC is that of >nding a CFM that
witness weak (safe) realizability. The following lemma shows that this is in fact not
the case.
Lemma 3.2. Let L be a set of MSCs.
• If A=(Ap)p∈P is a CFM such that p(L)=L(Ap) for every p∈P then L is
weakly realizable if and only if msc(A)=L.
• If A=(Ap)p∈P is a deterministic and reduced CFM such that p(L)=L(Ap)
for every p∈P then L is safely realizable if and only if A is deadlock-free and
msc(A)=L.
Proof. Note that one direction in each of the two statements is trivial. For the other
direction, >rst assume that A=(Ap)p∈P is a CFM such that p(L)=L(Ap) for every
p∈P but msc(A) 
=L. Since clearly L⊆msc(A), there exists M ∈msc(A)\L. Thus,
p(M)∈ p(L) for all p∈P. Lemma 3.1 implies that L is not weakly realizable.
For the second statement assume that A=(Ap)p∈P is a deterministic and reduced
CFM such that p(L)=L(Ap) for every p∈P. If msc(A) 
=L then by the previ-
ous paragraph, L is not weakly realizable and hence not safely realizable. If A is
not deadlock-free then there exists a pMSC M and a global state (s;B) such that
(s0;B∅)
M→A (s;B) but there is no global >nal state that is reachable from (s;B).
Since every local automaton Ap is reduced, there exist words wp ∈∗p such that
p(M)wp ∈L(Ap)= p(L) for every p∈P. Thus, for every p∈P there exists N ∈L
with p(M) p(N ). We claim that there does not exist N ∈L with M6N (with
Lemma 3.1 this shows that L is not safely realizable). In order to deduce a con-
tradiction, assume that M6N for some N ∈L. Since L⊆msc(A), it follows that
(s0;B∅)
M→A (s′;B′) N\M−→A (t;B∅) for a global >nal state (t;B∅). Since A is deter-
ministic, we obtain (s′;B′)= (s;B), which contradicts the assumption that no global
>nal state is reachable from (s;B).
Note that for a given HMSC H it is easy to construct a CFM with the properties
from Lemma 3.2.
As already mentioned, the notions of weak and safe realizability were introduced
in [2], where it was shown that for >nite sets of MSCs, safe realizability can be
tested in polynomial time, whereas weak realizability is coNP-complete, see also [4].
In [3], realizability was studied for HMSCs. It was shown that weak realizability is
already undecidable for bounded HMSCs if FIFO communication is assumed. Under
non-FIFO communication, weak realizability is decidable for bounded HMSCs [19].
Safe realizability for bounded HMSCs was shown to be in EXPSPACE, but PSPACE-
hard in [3]. In Section 3.1, we will close this gap by proving that safe realizability
for bounded HMSCs is EXPSPACE-complete. The proof technique used for this result
will be also used in order to prove that safe realizability is undecidable for the class
of all HMSCs. Moreover, in Section 3.2 we will show that safe realizability remains
EXPSPACE-complete for globally-cooperative HMSCs.
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3.1. Lower bound proofs
Theorem 3.3. The following problem is EXPSPACE-complete:
Input: Set P of processes, set C of message contents, and a bounded HMSC
H over P and C
Question: Is H safely realizable?
Furthermore this problem is already EXPSPACE-complete for some 6xed P and C
(i.e., they do not belong to the input).
Proof. Membership in EXPSPACE is shown in [3] (for variable P and C), or follows
from Theorem 3.7. For the lower bound we combine ideas from [3] and [21,23]. Let
M be a >xed Turing-machine with an EXPSPACE-complete acceptance problem (such
a machine exists, take any machine, which accepts an EXPSPACE-complete language).
W.l.o.g. M works on an input of length n in space 2n−1. Let Q be the set of states of
M and let - be the tape alphabet. Furthermore, let q0 be the initial state of M and qf
be the >nal state of M. Let ∈- be the blank symbol. The machine M accepts if it
reaches the >nal state qf. Let us >x an input w∈-∗ for M with |w|= n for the further
discussion. Con>gurations of M are represented as a word from -∗Q-∗ of length 2n.
A sequence (u1; : : : ; um) of words ui ∈-∗Q-∗ is called an accepting computation of
M if u1 = q0w 2
n−n−1, |ui|=2n (16i6m), ui+1 is a successor con>guration of ui with
respect to M (16i¡m), and um ∈-∗qf-∗.
For a number 06i¡2n let 〈i〉 ∈ {0; 1}n denote the binary representation of i of length
n, where moreover the least signi>cant bit is the left-most bit. For w= a0 · · · a2n−1,
ai ∈Q∪-, let .(w)= 〈0〉a0 · · · 〈2n − 1〉a2n−1. Let =Q∪-∪{0; 1} and de>ne the
set C of message contents by C=∪{$; ‘; r}. 2 We will deal with the >xed set of
processes P= {1; : : : ; 5}. For a symbol a∈ we de>ne the MSC a(2;1) (resp. a(4;5))
over P and C as the unique MSC with the only linearization 2!1(a) 1?2(a) 1!2 2?1
(resp. 4!5(a) 5?4(a) 5!4 4?5); thus, the symbol a is send from 2 to 1 (resp. 4 to 5) and
immediately con>rmed. For C = b1 · · · bm ∈∗ de>ne the MSCs C(2;1) = b(2;1)1 · · · b(2;1)m
and C(4;5) = b(4;5)1 · · · b(4;5)m . For words C1; D1; : : : ; Cm; Dm ∈∗ (m¿1) we de>ne the
MSC M (C1; D1; : : : ; Cm; Dm) over P and C as shown in Fig. 1, where the case m=3
is shown. Finally de>ne the following two sets of MSCs:
L‘ = {M (C1; D1; : : : ; Cm; Dm) |m¿ 1; C1; D1; : : : ; Cm; Dm ∈∗}
Lr = L‘\{M (.(u1); .(u1); : : : ; .(um); .(um)) | (u1; : : : ; um) is an
accepting computation of M}
Claim 1. There exist bounded HMSCs H‘ and Hr that can be constructed in time
polynomial in n= |w| and such that msc(H‘)=L‘ and msc(Hr)=Lr .
2 In the following, we will also use messages without any content, the corresponding types are written as
p!q and p?q, respectively. Formally, one can introduce an additional message content nil for these messages.
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Fig. 1. M (C1; D1; C2; D2; C3; D3).
For L‘ this is clear, since all messages are immediately con>rmed by messages back
to the sending process. For Lr we can reuse the construction from the proof of [21,
Prop. 7]. For completeness, a brief exposition follows. The set Lr contains all MSCs
in L‘ that do not represent accepting computations of M starting on input w. Thus,
Lr =
⋃6
i=1 Lr; i, where M (C1; D1; : : : ; Cm; Dm)∈L‘ belongs to
• Lr;1 if some Ck or Dk is not contained in ({0; 1}n-)∗{0; 1}nQ({0; 1}n-)∗.
• Lr;2 if some Ck or Dk is not contained in 0n(Q∪-)∗ ∩∗1n-.
• Lr;3 if some Ck or Dk contains a factor 〈i〉a〈j〉b with a; b∈Q∪-, but j 
= i + 1.
• Lr;4 if C1 does not belong to {0; 1}∗q0{0; 1}∗a1 · · · {0; 1}∗an({0; 1}∗ )∗, where
a1 · · · an=w, or qf does not occur in Cm.
• Lr;5 if for some k and i, Ck contains a factor 〈i〉a and Dk contains a factor 〈i〉b,
where a; b∈Q∪- but a 
= b (i.e., Ck 
=Dk).
• Lr;6 if for some k and i, Dk contains a factor 〈i〉a1sb1tc1, Ck+1 contains a factor
〈i〉a2ub2vc2, where s; t; u; v∈{0; 1}∗, aj; bj; cj ∈Q∪-, but there do not exist w1; w2
such that w1a1b1c1w2 M w1a2b2c2w2. Note that this is local condition on the tuple
(a1; b1; c1; a2; b2; c2).
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The conditions describing Lr;1, Lr;2, Lr;3, and Lr;4 can be enforced by >nite automata,
which can be transformed into bounded HMSCs that operate only on the processes 1
and 2 (resp. 4 and 5). The set Lr;3 can be written as a union
⋃n−1
i=0 Ai ∪Bi where
M (C1; D1; : : : ; Cm; Dm) belongs to:
• Ai if some Ck or Dk contains a factor in 1i1{0; 1}n−i−1a{0; 1}i1{0; 1}n−i−1b with
a; b∈Q∪- and 1∈{0; 1}.
• Bi if some Ck or Dk contains a factor in v1{0; 1}n−i−1a{0; 1}i.{0; 1}n−i−1b with
a; b∈Q∪-, v∈{0; 1}i\{1i}, 1; .∈{0; 1}, and 1 
= ..
In order to generate Lr;5 and Lr;6, it is crucial that for every i, the events belonging to
C(2;1)i (resp. D
(4;5)
i ) are causally independent from those in D
(4;5)
i (resp. C
(2;1)
i+1 ). Thanks
to the counter, we do not need concurrent iteration (i.e., loops labeled by MSCs with
a non-connected communication graph). For Lr;5 for instance, we simply guess inde-
pendently two positions in Ck and Dk , respectively, where 〈i〉a and 〈j〉b, respectively,
starts and verify whether i= j and a 
= b holds. Since the binary codings of i and j
are of polynomial length, the test whether i= j can be done without looping in the
HMSC. Finally, note that all constructions can be done in time bounded polynomially
in n. This concludes the outline of the proof of Claim 1.
Claim 2. L‘ is safely realizable.
By Lemma 3.1 it suOces to verify condition CCw and CCs for L‘. We will only
check CCw, condition CCs can be veri>ed analogously. Thus assume that M is an
MSC such that for each p∈{1; : : : ; 5} there exists N ∈L‘ with p(M)= p(N ). Thus
3(M)= (3!2 3?2 3!4 3?4)k for some k¿1. Since M is an MSC, we have
2(M) = (2?3 2!3 2!1($) 2?1 2!1(a1;1) 2?1 · · · 2!1(a1;i1 ) 2?1) · · ·
(2?3 2!3 2!1($) 2?1 2!1(ak;1) 2?1 · · · 2!1(ak;ik ) 2?1)
4(M) = (4?3 4!3 4!5($) 4?5 4!5(b1;1) 4?5 · · · 4!5(b1;j1 ) 4?5) · · ·
(4?3 4!3 4!5($) 4?5 4!5(bk;1) 4?5 · · · 4!5(bk;jk ) 4?5)
1(M) = (1?2($) 1!2 1?2(a1;1) 1!2 · · · 1?2(a1;i1 ) 1!2) · · ·
(1?2($) 1!2 1?2(ak;1) 1!2 · · · 1?2(ak;ik ) 1!2)
5(M) = (5?4($) 5!4 5?4(b1;1) 5!4 · · · 5?4(b1;j1 ) 5!4) · · ·
(5?4($) 5!4 5?4(bk;1) 5!4 · · · 5?4(bk;jk ) 5!4)
for some i1; j1; : : : ; ik ; jk¿0. Thus M ∈L‘. This proves Claim 2.
Now de>ne the MSCs M‘ and Mr by
From the bounded HMSCs H‘ and Hr in Claim 1 it is straight-forward to construct
a bounded HMSC H such that msc(H)= (M‘ · L‘)∪ (Mr · Lr), where concatenation is
lifted to sets of MSCs in the obvious way.
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Claim 3. If M does not accept w then H is safely realizable: Note that if M does
not accept w, then L‘=Lr and msc(H)= {M‘;Mr} · L‘. Since L‘ is safely realizable
by Claim 2, also msc(H) is safely realizable.
Claim 4. If M accepts w then H is not weakly realizable (and hence not safely
realizable): Let (u1; : : : ; um) be an accepting computation of M. Let
M = M (.(u1); .(u1); .(u2); .(u2); : : : ; .(um); .(um)):
Since M =∈Lr , we have Mr · M =∈msc(H). On the other hand for all p∈{1; : : : ; 5}
there exists N ∈msc(H) such that p(Mr ·M)= p(N ), for instance for p∈{1; 2; 3} take
N =Mr ·M (.(u1); C; .(u2); .(u2); : : : ; .(um); .(um)) for some C 
= .(u1). Thus, msc(H)
is not weakly realizable. This proves Claim 4.
Thus, by Claims 3 and 4, our >xed machine M accepts the input w if and only if H
is not safely realizable. Since the acceptance problem of M is EXPSPACE-complete
(and EXPSPACE is by Savitch’s Theorem closed under complement [22]), the theorem
follows.
Theorem 3.4. There exist 6xed sets P and C of processes and message contents,
respectively, such that the following problem is undecidable:
Input: An HMSC H over P and C
Question: Is H safely realizable?
Proof. Basically we redo the construction from the proof of Theorem 3.3. But instead
of a Turing-machine with an EXPSPACE-complete acceptance problem, we use a ma-
chine M with an undecidable acceptance problem. Counters, as used in the proof of
Theorem 3.3, are not necessary this time (and in fact cannot be used, since con>gura-
tions may become arbitrarily long). Thus we rede>ne =Q∪- and
Lr = L‘\{M (u1; u1; : : : ; um; um) | ui ∈-∗Q-∗; (16 i 6 m)
ui M ui+1 (16 i ¡ m)
u1 = q0w; um ∈-∗qf-∗}
where w is a given input for M. The set Lr can be generated by an (unbounded)
HMSC using loops labeled with the non-connected MSCs a(2;1) · a(4;5) for a∈. The
rest of the construction is completely analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.3. We obtain
an HMSC H such that the following holds:
• If M does not accept w then H is safely realizable.
• If M accepts w then H is not weakly realizable.
3.2. Upper bounds for globally-cooperative HMSCs
In [19] it was shown that weak realizability is decidable for globally-cooperative
HMSCs (called c-HMSCs in [19]) if non-FIFO communication is supposed. More-
over, it was argued that the methods used in the proof of this result can be also
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used in order to prove that safe realizability is decidable for globally-cooperative HM-
SCs, both for FIFO and non-FIFO communication. In this section, we prove that safe
realizability is in fact EXPSPACE-complete for globally-cooperative HMSCs. Since
EXPSPACE-hardness follows from Theorem 3.3, it remains to prove membership in
EXPSPACE. It should be noted that the technique from [3] for proving that safe
realizability is in EXPSPACE for bounded HMSCs cannot be applied to globally-
cooperative HMSCs: The proof in [3] is based on the fact that the set of all lineariza-
tions of MSCs from msc(H) is a regular set in case H is bounded. But for globally-
cooperative HMSCs this is no longer the case, see e.g. the example at the end of
Section 2.1.
For the further discussion let us >x an arbitrary HMSC H =(V;→; v0; F) over P
and C. For the main part of this section, we do not assume that H is globally-
cooperative. Recall that AH = {A∈A | ∃ u; v∈V : u A→H v}. With 〈AH 〉 we denote
the set of all MSCs of the form A1 · A2 · · ·An with Ai ∈AH (possibly n=0, i.e.,
∅∈ 〈AH 〉).
For every p∈P we can easily construct in polynomial time from H a non-deter-
ministic >nite state automaton A′p with L(A
′
p)= p(msc(H)). Let Qp be the set of
states of A′p. Thus, the size of Qp is bounded polynomially in the size of H . Us-
ing the powerset construction, we can build a deterministic and reduced automaton
Ap=(Sp; p; ,p; s0;p; Fp) such that Sp⊆ 2Qp and L(Ap)=L(A′p)= p(msc(H)). We call
the CFMA=(Ap)p∈P the canonical implementation of H . By Lemma 3.2, H is safely
realizable if and only if A is deadlock-free and msc(A)=msc(H). Our main tool for
checking the latter two conditions will be a >nite state automaton A∅, whose def-
inition is inspired by [19]: A∅=(S∅;AH ; ,∅; s0;F∅) is a >nite state automaton over
the alphabet of atoms AH , where s0 = (s0;p)p∈P is the initial state, S∅⊆
∏
p∈P Sp
is the set of all tuples s such that there exists K ∈ 〈AH 〉 with (s0;B∅) K→A (s;B∅),
F∅=S∅ ∩
∏
p∈P Fp, and the transition relation ,∅ is de>ned as follows: If s; t∈S∅ and
A∈AH then (s; A; t)∈ ,∅ if and only if (s;B∅) A→A (t;B∅). Notations like s A→A∅ t are
de>ned as for CFMs in Section 2.2. Note that A∅ is I-closed, i.e., if u∈L(A∅) and
u≡I v for words u; v∈A∗H then also v∈L(A∅), in fact, A∅ is an asynchronous au-
tomaton in the sense of [24]. Thus, by Lemma 2.1, for K ∈ 〈AH 〉 and s; t∈S∅ we can
write s K→A∅ t with the obvious meaning. We write s K→A∅ if s K→A∅ t for some t.
Note that the number of states of A∅ is bounded by
∏
p∈P Sp62
∑
p∈P |Qp|, which is
exponential in the size of the HMSC H . Four our purpose this size bound will be too
large. But note that in order to write down a state of A∅ we only need polynomial
space.
The main part of this section is devoted to the proof of the following result:
Theorem 3.5. The following problem is in PSPACE:
Input: Set P of processes, set C of message contents, and an arbitrary HMSC H
over P and C
Question: Does the canonical implementation A of H satisfy the following two
properties: (i) A is deadlock-free and (ii) msc(A)⊆〈AH 〉?
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Before we go into the details of the proof of Theorem 3.5 let us >rst deduce a few
consequences.
Theorem 3.6. The following problem is PSPACE-complete:
Input: Set P of processes, set C of message contents, and an I-closed HMSC H
over P and C
Question: Is H safely realizable?
Furthermore this problem is already PSPACE-complete for some 6xed P and C.
Proof. For PSPACE-hardness we can use the construction from the proof of [3, Thm.
3]. In fact, the HMSC H , constructed there, satis>es the property that u A→H v B→H w
implies P(A)∩P(B) 
= ∅, thus H is I-closed. Moreover, P and C are >xed in the
construction. Hence, it remains to show membership in PSPACE. We >rst verify
whether the canonical implementation A of H is both deadlock-free and satis>es
msc(A)⊆〈AH 〉. If this is not the case then we can reject. By Theorem 3.5 this
test can be done in polynomial space. Thus, let us assume that A is deadlock-free
and msc(A)⊆〈AH 〉. It remains to show that msc(A)=msc(H), where the inclusion
msc(H)⊆msc(A) is trivial. Thus, we have to check whether msc(A)⊆msc(H). Since
we already know that msc(A)⊆〈AH 〉, this is equivalent to msc(A)∩ 〈AH 〉⊆msc(H).
The following argument follows [19]. First note that for all A1; : : : ; Am ∈AH , we have
A1 · A2 · · ·Am ∈msc(A) if and only if the word A1A2 · · ·Am ∈A∗H belongs to L(A∅).
Hence, we have msc(A)∩ 〈AH 〉⊆msc(H) if and only if L(A∅)⊆ [L(H)]I (where H
is viewed as a >nite automaton over the alphabet AH ) if and only if L(A∅)⊆L(H)
(H is I-closed) if and only if L(A∅)∩ (A∗H\L(H))= ∅. This can be checked in poly-
nomial space, by guessing a word in the intersection and storing only the current state
of A∅ (which is possible in polynomial space) and the current state of the automaton
for A∗H\L(H) resulting from the subset construction. The latter is a subset of the set
of nodes of H , hence it only needs polynomial space.
Theorem 3.7. The following problem is EXPSPACE-complete:
Input: Set P of processes, set C of message contents, and a globally-cooperative
HMSC H over P and C
Question: Is H safely realizable?
Furthermore this problem is already EXPSPACE-complete for some 6xed P and C.
Proof. The lower bound follows from Theorem 3.3. For the upper bound we can argue
as follows: For a globally-cooperative HMSC H we can by [21] construct an I-closed
HMSC H ′ of size bounded exponentially in the size of H such that msc(H)=msc(H ′).
By Theorem 3.6 we can check in space bounded polynomially in the size of H ′ (and
thus space bounded exponentially in the size of H) whether H ′ and hence H is safely
realizable.
The rest of this section is devoted to a proof of Theorem 3.5. Recall that we want
to check whether A is deadlock-free and msc(A)⊆〈AH 〉. A >rst simpli>cation is
achieved by the following lemma.
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Lemma 3.8. The following two statements are equivalent:
(a) A is deadlock-free and msc(A)⊆〈AH 〉.
(b) A∅ is deadlock-free and for all s∈S∅ and all M ∈ pMSC\{∅} such that
(s;B∅)
M→A it holds
∃K ∈ 〈AH 〉 ∃A∈AH
{
s K·A−→A∅ ; P(K) ∩ P(M) = ∅;
sup(A;M) exists and; inf (A;M) 
= ∅
}
: (1)
Proof. First assume that (a) holds but A∅ has a deadlock. Thus there exists a run
s0
M→A∅ s such that no >nal state of A∅ can be reached from s. Thus (s0;B∅) M→A
(s;B∅). Note that M ∈ 〈AH 〉. Since by assumption A is deadlock-free, there ex-
ists N ∈MSC and a >nal state (t;B∅) of A with (s;B∅) N→A (t;B∅). Hence M ·
N ∈msc(A) and thus, by assumption, M ·N ∈ 〈AH 〉, i.e., N ∈ 〈AH 〉. It follows s N→A∅
t∈F∅, which is a contradiction.
Now assume (a) and let s∈S∅, M ∈ pMSC\{∅} such that (s;B∅) M→A. Since s∈S∅,
the state (s;B∅) is reachable in A from its initial state. Since A is deadlock-free, there
exists N ∈MSC such that M6N and (s;B∅) N→A (t;B∅) for some >nal state (t;B∅) of
A. Since msc(A)⊆〈AH 〉 we have M6N =A1 ·A2 · · ·Am for A1; : : : ; Am ∈AH . De>ne
Bi =AiE(M). The following diagram visualizes the situation.
Since M is downward-closed in N , Bi must be downward-closed in Ai, i.e., Bi6Ai.
Moreover, P(Ai\Bi)∩P(Bj)= ∅ for i¡j: If e would be an event of Ai\Bi on pro-
cess p and f would be an event of Bj on process p, then either e≺f (which is
not possible, since e belongs to N\M and f belongs to M) or f≺ e (which is not
possible, since e belongs to Ai, f belongs to Aj, and i¡j). Thus, if there is an un-
matched send from p to q in Bi, then, since the corresponding receive belongs to
Ai\Bi, there cannot exist a message from p to q in some Bj with j¿i. It follows
that the concatenation B1 · B2 · · ·Bm is well de>ned and in fact M =B1 · B2 · · ·Bm.
Let k¿1 be minimal such that Bk 
= ∅, thus B1; : : : ; Bk−1 = ∅ and M =Bk · · ·Bm. Since
M 
= ∅, such a k must exist. Since (s;B∅) N→A, we have s A1···Ak−1·Ak−−−−−−−→A∅ . Moreover,
P(A1 · · ·Ak−1)∩P(M)=P((A1\B1) · · · (Ak−1\Bk−1))∩P(Bk · · ·Bm)= ∅. Since both
Ak6Ak · · ·Am and M =Bk · · ·Bm6Ak · · ·Am, sup(Ak;M) exists. Finally, Bk 
= ∅
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satis>es Bk6Ak and Bk6Bk · · ·Bm=M . Thus inf (Ak;M) 
= ∅ and (1) holds with
K =A1 · · ·Ak−1 and A=Ak . This concludes the proof of (a)⇒ (b).
It remains to prove (b)⇒ (a). We will show that (a) implies (b). Let us >rst assume
that A is not deadlock-free, but A∅ is deadlock-free. We have to show that (1) is
false for some s∈S∅ and M 
= ∅ with (s;B∅) M→A. Choose a pair (s; M)∈S∅× pMSC
such that (s;B∅)
M→A (t;B), where (t;B) is a deadlock-state of A, i.e., no >nal state
of A can be reached from (t;B), and moreover |M | is minimal among all pairs with
this property. By assumption s and M exist. Since A∅ is assumed to be deadlock-free,
we must have M 
= ∅. We show that (1) does not hold for s and M . Assume the con-
trary, thus there are K ∈ 〈AH 〉 and A∈AH such that s K·A−→A∅ s′ ∈S∅, P(K)∩P(M)= ∅,
sup(A;M) exists, and B=inf (A;M) 
= ∅. First, since A∈AH is an MSC, Lemma 2.2(5)
implies that M\B is a pMSC. Moreover, by Lemma 2.3, A has the following runs.
Since (t;B) is a deadlock-state of A, also (t′;B′) is a deadlock-state of A. Further-
more, since B 
= ∅ we have |M\B|¡|M |, a contradiction to the minimality of M .
Finally let us assume that msc(A)* 〈AH 〉. Take N ∈msc(A)\〈AH 〉. Let N =B1 ·
B2 · · ·Bm be the decomposition of N into atoms. Since N =∈ 〈AH 〉, there exists j such
that B1; : : : ; Bj−1 ∈AH but Bj =∈AH . Since B1 · B2 · · ·Bm ∈msc(A) we >nd s∈S∅ with
s0
B1···Bj−1−−−−→A∅ s and (s;B∅)
Bj−→A. We show that (1) is not satis>ed for s and M =Bj.
Assume the contrary. Thus there exists A∈AH such that (among other properties)
sup(A; Bj) exists and inf (A; Bj) 
= ∅. Since A and Bj are atoms, Lemma 2.2(6) implies
that Bj =A∈AH , a contradiction. This proves the lemma.
Recall that we want to check property (a) from Lemma 3.8 in PSPACE. Since
PSPACE is closed under complement [22], it suOces to check ¬(a) in PSPACE. Instead
of ¬(a), we will verify property ¬(b) from Lemma 3.8 in PSPACE. Whether A∅
has a deadlock can be easily veri>ed in PSPACE, since states of A∅ can be stored
in polynomial space. Basically, the second alternative from ¬(b) will be veri>ed by
guessing s∈S∅ and M ∈ pMSC\{∅} such that (s;B∅) M→A but (1) from Lemma 3.8
is not satis>ed for s and M . Here, another problem arises. Whereas a state s∈S∅ can
be easily guessed in PSPACE, there is a priori no size bound for the pMSC M . Thus,
our next goal is to bound the size of a witness M for ¬(b) in Lemma 3.8 (later, we
will see that we do not have to give a bound on the size of the MSC K in (1) from
Lemma 3.8).
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For the further consideration, let us >x some witnesses s∈S∅ and M ∈ pMSC\{∅}
for ¬(b) from Lemma 3.8, i.e., (s;B∅) M→A but (1) from Lemma 3.8 is not satis>ed
for s and M . Furthermore, let us assume that s and M are chosen with this property
such that |M | is minimal. We will show that we can bound the size of M . For this,
the following lemma will be useful.
Lemma 3.9. Let t∈S∅ and N ∈ pMSC such that (t;B∅) N→A and |N |¡|M |. Then
there exist atoms A1; : : : ; Am ∈AH and non-empty pre6xes Bi6Ai, 16i6m, such that
the following holds:
• For all send types p!q(c)∈, if there is an unmatched send event of type p!q(c)
in Bi, then q =∈P(Bi+1 · · ·Bm).
• N =B1 · B2 · · ·Bm (by the 6rst point, concatenation of the Bi is de6ned).
Proof. We will prove the lemma by induction on |N |. The case N = ∅ is clear.
Thus let us assume that N 
= ∅. Since |N |¡|M |, the minimality of M implies that
N satis>es (1) from Lemma 3.8. Thus let us take K ∈ 〈AH 〉 and A1 ∈AH such that
t K·A1−→A∅ t′ ∈S∅, P(K)∩P(N )= ∅, sup(A1; N ) exists, and B1 =inf (A1; N ) 
= ∅. Since A1
is an MSC, Lemma 2.2(4) implies that if an unmatched send event of type p!q(c)
exists in B1 then q =∈P(N\B1). Moreover, Lemma 2.2(5) implies that N\B1 is a pMSC
and N =B1 · (N\B1). By Lemma 2.3, A has the following runs:
Finally, since B1 
= ∅, we have |N\B1|¡|N |. Thus we can apply the induction hypothesis
to N\B1, which implies the statement of the lemma.
Next >x an arbitrary maximal event e in our >xed MSC M 
= ∅, and let N =
ME(M)\{e} ∈ pMSC, i.e., we remove e from M . Since |N |¡|M | and (s;B∅) N→A,
Lemma 3.9 applies to N . Thus, we get the following two properties (C1) and (C2)
for N :
(C1) ME(M)\{e}=N =B1 · B2 · · ·Bm for pre>xes Bi6Ai of atoms Ai ∈AH .
(C2) For all send types p!q(c)∈, if there is an unmatched send event of type p!q(c)
in Bi then q =∈P(Bi+1 · · ·Bm).
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In order to bound the size of M , it suOces to give a bound on the number m. For
this, consider the run
(s;B∅) = (s1;B1)
B1→A (s2;B2) B2→A · · · Bm→A (sm+1;Bm+1) (2)
and assume that sk = s‘ (but possibly Bk 
=B‘) for some k¡‘. Due to (C2),
the CFM A can process, starting from (sk ;Bk), also the suOx B‘ · · ·Bm, i.e.,
(s;B∅)
B1···Bk−1·B‘···Bm−−−−−−−−→A (sm+1;C) for some buLer con>guration C (in general C 
=Bm+1).
We will use this observation for a kind of pumping argument. De>ne np= max{|p(A)|
|A∈AH} for p∈P, i.e., np is the maximal number of events on process p that occur
in some atom from AH . The following lemma gives us implicitly a bound on the size
of N and hence M .
Lemma 3.10. It holds m¡
(
|P|+∑p∈P np + 2) · (1 +∏p∈P |Sp|).
Proof. Let Eˆ⊆E(N ) contain for each p∈P the >rst np many events that occur in
N on process p; if |p(N )|¡np then all events that occur in N on process p belong
to Eˆ. Note that |Eˆ|6∑p∈P np. Hence it suOces to prove that m¡(|P| + |Eˆ| + 2) ·(
1 +
∏
p∈P |Sp|
)
. Assume that m¿(|P|+ |Eˆ|+ 2) ·
(
1 +
∏
p∈P |Sp|
)
. We will deduce
a contradiction to the minimality of M . In the following we have to distinguish two
cases, depending on whether the maximal event e of M is a send or a receive event.
The case that it is a send event is simpler, so we will only consider the case that
it is a receive event, let q?p(c) be the type of e. Let s∈E(N ) be the corresponding
send event in N . Thus the type of s is p!q(c), and s is the earliest unmatched send
event from process p to q in N (if another unmatched send event from p to q would
precede s in N then M would not satisfy the FIFO restriction).
Now we mark in the sequence B1; B2; : : : ; Bm all positions i, such that either P(B1 · · ·
Bi−1) ( P(B1 · · ·Bi) or Bi contains an event from {s}∪ Eˆ. Thus |P| + |Eˆ| + 1 many
positions become marked. These markings de>ne |P|+|Eˆ|+2 many (possibly empty) in-
tervals in the sequence B1; B2; : : : ; Bm that do not contain any markings. Since m¿(|P|+
|Eˆ|+2) ·
(
1 +
∏
p∈P |Sp|
)
, at least one of these intervals has length at least
∏
p∈P |Sp|.
Hence we >nd k; ‘∈{1; : : : ; m} such that k¡‘, sk = s‘ in the run (2), and the sub-
sequence Bk; : : : ; B‘−1 does not contain a marking. De>ne N ′=B1 · · ·Bk−1 · B‘ · · ·Bm,
due to (C2) concatenation is de>ned here. Of course we have |N ′|¡|N |, and by the
choice of the markings the following holds:
• The send event s still belongs to N ′. Moreover, s is also the earliest unmatched send
event from p to q in N ′. Thus we can de>ne a pMSC M ′ by adding to N ′ a new
maximal receive event that matches the send event s.
• P(N )=P(N ′) and thus also P(M)=P(M ′).
• For all p∈P, p(N )[1; np] = p(N ′)[1; np] and thus also p(M)[1; np] =
p(M ′)[1; np].
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By the remark before Lemma 3.10, we have (s;B∅)
N ′−→A (sm+1;C) for some buLer
con>guration C. Since s is the earliest unmatched send in N ′ from p to q and A can
execute the receive type q?p(c) in state sm+1, also (s;B∅)
M ′−→A.
We will show that also M ′ 
= ∅ does not satisfy (1) from Lemma 3.8, which is a
contradiction to the minimality of M . For this let us take arbitrary K ∈〈AH 〉; A∈AH
such that s K·A−→A∅ , P(K)∩P(M ′)= ∅, and sup(A;M ′) exists. We have to show that
inf (A;M ′)= ∅, i.e., P(A)∩P(M ′)= ∅. First, note that because of P(M)=P(M ′) we
have P(K)∩P(M)= ∅. Next, since sup(A;M ′) exists, p(M)[1; np] = p(M ′)[1; np] for
all p∈P, and |p(A)|6np for all p∈P, Lemma 2.2 implies that also sup(A;M) exists.
Thus, by the choice of M , we have inf (A;M)= ∅, i.e., P(A)∩P(M)= ∅, which >nally
implies P(A)∩P(M ′)= ∅.
Thus, additionally to (C1) and (C2) we can state the following condition (C3):
(C3) The number m in (C1) satis>es m¡
(
|P|+∑p∈P np + 2) · (1 +∏p∈P |Sp|).
Now we have all the means in order to prove Theorem 3.5.
Proof of Theorem 3.5. In order to simplify the presentation, we will give a polynomial
space algorithm for the complementary problem (recall that PSPACE is closed under
complement [22]). By Lemma 3.8 it suOces to check whether (b) from Lemma 3.8
does not hold. First, we check whether the >nite automaton A∅ is deadlock-free. Since
states ofA∅ can be stored in polynomial space, this can be done in space bounded poly-
nomially in the size of H without explicitly constructingA∅. IfA∅ is not deadlock-free,
we accept. Otherwise, we have to check whether a situation of the form (s;B∅)
M→A
with s∈S∅ and M 
= ∅ exists such that moreover (1) from Lemma 3.8 becomes false.
A >rst approach would be to guess such a situation. But note that the size bound for
M that results from (C3) is exponential in the size of H , since
∏
p∈P |Sp| is exponen-
tial in the size of H . Thus, this idea would lead to an exponential space algorithm.
But note that all we have to remember from M in order to check whether s and M
do not satisfy (1) from Lemma 3.8, is the set of processes P(M) and the tuple of
pre>xes (p(M)[1; np])p∈P of the projections onto the processes (whether sup(A;M)
exists for some A∈AH depends by Lemma 2.2 only on the pre>xes p(M)[1; np]),
which can be stored in polynomial space. Hence, we will guess M in an incremental
way, and thereby accumulate the data P(M) and (p(M)[1; np])p∈P . This is achieved
by the algorithm in Fig. 2.
Note that all variables only need polynomial space, in particular, the binary coding
of the guessed number m needs only polynomial space. Note also that in (†) in Fig. 2,
we only have to check whether B can be executed, starting from t and the empty
bu;er con6guration B∅: All unmatched sends that occurred in the past are no longer
relevant due to condition (C2), which is assured by the test P(B)⊆P′.
At the end of the procedure in Fig. 2, in case we have not rejected, we have
guessed s∈S∅, PM ⊆P, and a tuple (wp)p∈P ∈
∏
p∈P 
∗
p . Furthermore, these data are
guessed such that there exists a pMSC M that satis>es (C1), (C2), (C3), (s;B∅)
M→A,
P(M)=PM , and p(M)[1; np]wp p(M). Furthermore all M satisfying these
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Fig. 2.
properties can be potentially guessed. It remains to check whether s and the implicitly
guessed M do not satisfy (1) from Lemma 3.8. By Lemma 2.2 this is equivalent to
the following property:
∀K ∈ 〈AH 〉 ∀A ∈ AH :


s K·A−→A∅ ∧
P(K) ∩ PM = ∅∧
P(A) ∩ PM 
= ∅

 ⇒ ∃p ∈ P
{
wp 
 p(A)∧
p(A) 
 wp
}
:
It remains to eliminate the unbounded quanti>er ∀K ∈ 〈AH 〉. For this we de>ne the
restricted >nite automaton A′∅ by removing from A∅ all transitions of the form t1
A→ t2
with P(A)∩PM 
= ∅. Then the property above is equivalent to
∀t ∈ S∅ ∀A ∈ AH :
{
s ∗→A′∅ t
A→A∅ ∧
P(A) ∩ PM 
= ∅
}
⇒ ∃p ∈ P
{
wp 
 p(A)∧
p(A) 
 wp
}
:
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This property can be easily checked in PSPACE (without explicitly constructing the
automata A′∅ and A∅, which have exponential size). If it holds we accept, otherwise
we reject.
4. Non-FIFO communication
For all results in Section 3 we have restricted to FIFO communication. In this
section we brieJy discuss the non-FIFO case. Note that the obvious fact that un-
der FIFO communication, every MSC M can be reconstructed from its projections
p(M), p∈P, is false for non-FIFO communication (take two messages with identical
contents, which are received in M1 in the order in which they were sent, whereas
in M2 they are received in reverse order). On the other hand if we forbid at least
overtaking of messages with identical message contents, this fact still holds, see also
[19]. Formally, we require that for all s1; s2 ∈E!, if s1≺ s2, t(s1)=p!q(c)= t(s2), and
s2 ∈D, then also s1 ∈D and m(s1)≺m(s2). Let us assume this for the further dis-
cussion. Then for every tuple (wp)p∈P ∈
∏
p∈P 
∗
p there exists at most one pMSC M
with p(M)=wp.
For the non-FIFO case, the concatenation of two pMSCs M1 and M2 is de>ned
if whenever there is an unmatched send event from p to q with content c in M1,
then there is no message from p to q with content c in M2. With these modi-
>cations, Lemma 2.1 (see [19]) and Lemma 2.2 remain valid for non-FIFO
communication.
Also our CFM model has to be slightly altered for the non-FIFO case. The set CCh
of buLer con>gurations has to be replaced by NCh×C. For a given buLer con>guration
B∈NCh×C, the value B((p; q); c), where (p; q)∈Ch and c∈C, represents the number
of messages with content c in the channel from p to q, see also [19]. Transitions in
this CFM model are de>ned analogously to the FIFO case in Section 2.2. Then also
Lemmas 2.3, 3.1, and 3.2 remain true.
In order to transfer upper bounds for realizability from FIFO to non-FIFO com-
munication, we can make use of a simple polynomial time reduction, which elimi-
nates message contents. Let H be an HMSC over P and C with respect to non-FIFO
communication. Thus only overtaking of messages with identical content is forbidden.
For every two processes p; q∈P and every message content c∈C we introduce a
new process (p; c; q). Moreover, a message from process p to q with content c is
replaced by a message from p to (p; c; q) (without any content), which is immedi-
ately followed by a message from (p; c; q) to q (without any content). The resulting
HMSC H ′ works without message contents, formally it is de>ned over a singleton
message content alphabet, and it does not contain overtaking messages. It is easy
to see that H is weakly (safely) realizable with respect to non-FIFO communication
if and only if H ′ is weakly (safely) realizable with respect to non-FIFO communi-
cation. But note that for a singleton message content alphabet, the FIFO restriction
is in fact needless. Thus, H ′ is weakly (safely) realizable with respect to non-FIFO
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communication if and only if it is weakly (safely) realizable with respect to FIFO com-
munication. Of course, this construction transforms an I-closed (bounded, globally-
cooperative) HMSC into an I-closed (bounded, globally-cooperative) HMSC, and it
yields a >xed set of processes if we start with a >xed set of processes and mes-
sage contents. Hence, all upper bounds can be transferred from FIFO to non-FIFO
communication.
Concerning our lower bound proofs in Section 3.1, note that in the constructions
there, every message is immediately con>rmed, which implies that the absence of the
FIFO restriction has no eLect (the same holds for the PSPACE-hardness proof in [3]).
Altogether we obtain the following results:
Theorem 4.1. The following holds for non-FIFO communication:
• The following problem is PSPACE-complete:
Input: Set P of processes, set C of message contents, and an I-closed HMSC
H over P and C
Question: Is H safely realizable?
• The following problem is EXPSPACE-complete:
Input: Set P of processes, set C of message contents, and a globally-cooperative
(resp. bounded) HMSC H over P and C
Question: Is H safely realizable?
• The following problem is undecidable:
Input: Set P of processes, set C of message contents, and an HMSC H over
P and C
Question: Is H safely realizable?
Moreover all these results hold already for some 6xed P and C.
Note also that the HMSC H in the proof of Theorem 3.4 (resp. Theorem 3.3) is
either safely realizable (if M does not accept w) or not even weakly realizable (if M
accepts w). Hence we obtain
Theorem 4.2. There exist 6xed P and C such that the following holds for non-FIFO
communication:
• The following problem is undecidable:
Input: An HMSC H over P and C
Question: Is H weakly realizable?
• The following problem is EXPSPACE-hard:
Input: A bounded HMSC H over P and C
Question: Is H weakly realizable?
For the latter problem, no primitive recursive upper bound is presently known, since
the decidability proof in [19] uses a reduction to the reachability problem for Petri
nets.
Finally, for I-closed HMSCs, it is easy to modify the PSPACE-hardness proof from
[3], in order to show PSPACE-hardness of weak realizability for I-closed HMSCs
under non-FIFO communication.
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5. Summary
The following table summarize all existing as well as our new results on realizability.
Finite I-Closed Bounded Globally- General
cooperative
Safe PTIME PSPACE- EXPSPACE- EXPSPACE- Undecidable
realizability [1] complete complete [1] complete
(FIFO or and this
non-FIFO) paper
Weak coNP- Undecidable Undecidable Undecidable Undecidable
realizability complete [2] [2] [2] [2]
(FIFO) [1]
Weak coNP- Decidable [19], Decidable [19], Decidable [19], Undecidable
realizability complete PSPACE- EXPSPACE- EXPSPACE-
(non-FIFO) [1] hard hard hard
Only in the case of non-FIFO communication the precise complexity of weak real-
izability for globally-cooperative (resp. I-closed, bounded) HMSCs remains open.
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